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 deckadance provides all the tools you need to create your own unique musical
performance, which you can then transmit over an already existing deck of high quality
vinyl and/or cd using deckadance2s authentic sound engine. it also has somewhat of a

party vibe for the other party vibe contained in deckadance. had i just grabbed a budget
controller or behringer controller to fill a void of a controller i could plug in a deck, then

while i could record/mix, i wouldnt be able to scratch or turntablism. if i had 2, then i could
have used one for scratching and one for mixing, but only the top name dj can afford such

luxury. were not nice people and not offering anything for nothing, we are offering the
behringer dj pack at its best value ever and you only pay once. dont forget to share this

review to help others make an informed decision! im aware of the numerous reviews and
comments which state that "ebenezer scrooge bought everything" and so on. however,
ultimately the bottom line is this: if you want a cheap controller to replace your audio
interface, there are loads of those out there. if you want a controller to scratch, mix,
record, to enable you to be creative, then here it is. you want an opinionated product

review? we have one for you. were not nice people and not offering anything for nothing,
we are offering the behringer dj pack at its best value ever and you only pay once. dont
forget to share this review to help others make an informed decision! download game
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at this price, you expect to be able to
purchase a controller with a fully remappable
jogwheel and decent editing software. when i

first opened the box to see how this
controller handled, my heart sank and my

stomach dropped. this controller is terrible.
what did i just spend $100 on? not only did i
have to spend my money and time to figure
out the controller's mac osx software, i also
had to download the free windows version of

the mapping software, load it on the
controller, save my mappings, exit, load the

save file on the windows version of the
mapping software, and then i had to all that
again to test it on the controller, right? it's

actually not that bad, because it's open
source and you can modify the mapping in
the provided editor. but really you're better
off hooking up a traktor controller if you're
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going to scratch anyway, and the traktor
mapping is probably the best. you know

what would have really made this controller
great? was if they had just said that this unit
has traktor mapping, or vdj mapping? if they

had said what the product was or simply
written the name of the controller with

images, you would know right off the bat. if
you're gonna go with traktor or serato, you

might as well get serato dj intro. but not this.
from the moment i opened the box, i felt like
some marketing clown trying to trick people
into buying a cheap controller by using some

ridiculous acronym, for example
photocapture. i didn't even get the initials of

the product name in a nice highlight, as i
was so used to with behringer controllers.
did i just buy a discman-style dj controller?

now this is some motown! 5ec8ef588b
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